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These are two Adversary Proceedings in which fraud is

alleged under 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(2)(A) against Chapter 7 debtors.

There is no commonality of parties, and the actions were tried

separately.  However, the Court has consolidated them for purposes

of decision only, as they turn on a common issue of law.

In the Sigrist case, Chemical Bank issued a "pre-

approved" credit card to the Debtors while they were already

insolvent, and Chemical asks the Court to rule that the Debtors'

use of the card while they were insolvent constituted fraud or

false pretense, so that the resulting balance (approximately $5600)

at the time of bankruptcy 3 l/2 months later would be nondis-

chargeable under 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(2)(A).

In the Hughey case, M & T Bank seeks the same declaration

as to a balance in a similar amount remaining on a very different

type of account -- a car loan.  It would seem nearly impossible for

such an issue to arise in that context, since one would expect that

either the loan application was untruthful or else the insolvency

would be discovered by the lender.  But here the parties have

entered into an unusual stipulation with a bizarre consequence:

although Mr. Hughey's auto loan application was not completely

filled out and consequently failed to disclose certain expenses

which might have demonstrated an inability to handle the car loan,

M & T has stipulated that the application was not a "false
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financial statement," and has voluntarily abandoned its §

523(a)(2)(B) cause of action, in exchange for the Debtor's

stipulation that M & T acted "reasonably" in relying upon the

application in granting the loan.  Thus, M & T argues only that

Hughey's act of seeking the loan at a time when he knew or should

have known that he could not afford it, constitutes fraud or false

pretense under § 523(a)(2)(A).

(Although the facts as submitted to the Court in the

Hughey case are therefore, sui generis, the Court has observed a

trend among lenders in the hotly competitive consumer lending

market, to ask prospective borrowers for less and less information

(the "pre-approved" credit card being the ultimate example), while

asking the bankruptcy courts more and more often to infer fraud on

the part of the borrowers.  The Hughey case portends the eventual

"pre-approved" car loan.)

The Court holds:

(1)  Oral or "implied" representations by a consumer

debtor regarding ability to repay are not actionable under 11

U.S.C. § 523(a)(2).  Representations regarding financial condition

are actionable only if they were made in writing, in which case it

is 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(2)(B) that applies, not § 523(a)(2)(A).  (It

is respectfully submitted that cases in which use of a credit card

or other actions of a debtor have been held to constitute an
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     1"Without regard to the debtor's ability to repay" is used
herein to mean without requiring an informative financial
statement from the debtor.  Credit reports coupled with profiles
of "average" customers do not tell a lender anything about a
particular debtor's ability to repay.  "Fraud" is not to be
defined as a debtor's normal conduct that is at deviance with the
lender's model or profile of the hypothetical "preferred" (or
even "average") borrower.

"implied representation of ability to repay" and which have

sustained a § 523(a)(2)(A) cause of action for "fraud" on that

basis alone, are wrongly decided.)

(2)  Even if this Court's first holding is in error,

fraud may not be inferred, under 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(2)(A), in favor

of one who lends to one who is already insolvent without inquiring

as to solvency, if the allegation of fraud is grounded solely in

the debtor's incurring of the debt in question at a time when he or

the debtor knew or should have known that he or she was insolvent.

In other words, any so-called "implied (mis)representation of

ability to repay" cannot sustain an inference of fraud under §

523(a)(2)(A), where the lender has in fact made the credit

available without regard to the debtor's ability to repay.1

(3)  Insolvency at the time the debtor incurs the debt

may be relevant to a claim that the debtor incurred the debt with

an intention never to repay the debt, which claim is an actionable

claim under 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(2)(A).
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     2The Court leaves it to others to explain the distinction,
if any, between "no intention to repay" and "an intention not to
repay," and the significance of any such distinction in the
present context.

(4)  Chemical Bank has not carried the burden of proving,

by a fair preponderance of the evidence, that the Sigrists had an

intention not to repay2 the debts at the time they incurred the

debts to Chemical.

(5)  M & T Bank has not carried the burden of proving, by

a fair preponderance of the evidence, that Hughey intended not to

repay, at the time he applied for and received and used the auto

loan.

THE FACTS OF SIGRIST

This is a core proceeding under 28 U.S.C. § 157 by which

Chemical Bank seeks to establish the non-dischargeability of

$5,639.29, plus costs, interest, and disbursements, arising from

Mr. and Mrs. Sigrist's use of a Chemical Bank Visa and Convenience

Check Account between October 4, 1992 and November 16, 1992, which

period of use was followed by their consultation with counsel in

December of 1992 and their filing of a Chapter 7 petition on

January 20, 1993.
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The matter was tried on December 9, 1993.  The Court

renders the following findings of fact.  

As of the date of filing of the Chapter 7 petition,

debtors owed over $40,000 in unsecured debt, nearly all of which

was owed on ten bank card accounts.  Thus, by their own Schedules,

they owed as of January 20, 1993 the following bank card debts:

A T & T Universal Master Card $  1,963.47
Chevy Chase Federal Savings Bank Visa      5,912.10

     Colonial National Bank Mastercard         4,310.49
Greenwood Trust Co. Discover Card    1,670.93
Chemical Bank Visa    5,485.12
Household Credit Services Mastercard    3,597.07
Household Credit Services Visa    1,288.31
J.C. Penney National Bank    2,561.29
Nationsbank Visa    7,380.97
Wachovia Bank Visa    2,895.37

The debtors also owed credit card debt to retail stores

and others in excess of $2,000.

By their own Schedules and Statements, the combined gross

income of the debtors in 1990 was approximately $32,000,

approximately $34,000 in 1991, and approximately $33,000 in 1992.

By their estimate, their average monthly expenses, reflected upon

their Official Form "Schedule J," were $1900 not counting debt

service.  Their monthly net take home pay at the time of bankruptcy

was approximately $2600, but this included pay from a part-time job

obtained by Mrs. Sigrist only three months before the filing of the

petition.  She had previously been unemployed for approximately two
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years.  The couple have three children who were age 8 years, 4

years, and 8 months at the date of the filing of the petition. 

Mr. Sigrist's income has remained relatively stable in

the "low 30's" during the years 1990, 1991, and 1992.

The Sigrists have habitually spent beyond their means by

use of credit cards.  They admit that they already had sizeable

debt and financial difficulty when they were notified in July of

1992 that Chemical Bank had "pre-approved" each of them for a Visa

account - she in the amount of $5500 (despite not having worked in

two years) and he in the amount of $2,000.  Neither of them had

solicited these accounts.  Neither was asked even for their income,

let alone their debts or expenses.  (Appendix "A" to this Decision

is a copy of the letter received by Mr. Sigrist.  Mrs. Sigrist's

was nearly identical, but for $5500 rather than $2500.)

The Sigrists say that they felt that they had always been

able to meet the "minimum" obligations to "maintain" their credit

card accounts, and that they could afford an added monthly payment

on a $5500 additional debt, which monthly payment would be less

than $125.00.  (They claim not to have realized that they were only

able to "maintain" their accounts by opening new ones.)  Thus they

accepted the invitation for the $5500 line of credit for Mrs.
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     3Although only Mrs. Sigrist testified, they stipulated that
all decisions were joint decisions.

Sigrist, which Mr. Sigrist co-signed.3

Shortly thereafter the $5500 credit line was granted and

on October 5, the debtors took a $3800 cash advance.  By their own

admission, this was by far the largest cash advance they had ever

taken on any account, but they used it to pay a variety of

unextraordinary expenses, plus a $1,000 obstetrics bill.  They also

immediately made small card charges to the "Armchair Shopper,"

"James River Traders," and "Value Vision."  The very next day

charges in excess of $100 each were incurred to "Harriet Carter"

and "Chadwicks of Boston" as well as an $86.00 charge to "Troll,

Learn and Play."  The next day a $140 charge was incurred to "Lands

End."  Various smaller charges occurred on successive days for a

variety of purposes including groceries, shoes, clothes, and

medical needs, but also toys and gifts, until the total balance of

$5,485.12 had been incurred during a 45-day period.  Only a single

$150 payment was made during or after this period on account of any

of the obligations under this account.  It is critical, perhaps

decisive, to note that such usage was typical of the Sigrists' use

of consumer credit for two or three years before Chemical

"congratulated" them for their "good money management," with an
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     4Mrs. Sigrist (who handled the family finances, but who
conferred with Mr. Sigrist as to all decisions at issue) is an
intelligent person with substantial experience in such matters. 
It is clear that she paid attention to the family's personal
finances.  Moreover, she worked more than 8 years as a store
supervisor handling cash receipts and inventory at a photo
developing outlet.

offer of $8,000 of pre-approved credit.

During the period that these various charges were

incurred on the new Chemical account, the Debtors were aware that

they had already run at least eight other cards up to within $200

of their maximum credit lines.  They knew or should have known4

that they in fact paid more than $700 in October 1992 alone, to

"maintain" their credit card accounts by making minimum payments,

and knew or should have known that they had added over $19,000 in

new consumer debt to their debt load in 1991 and 1992 alone, even

before they used the Chemical account in question.

They knew or should have known that throughout their five

or more years of significant credit card use, they constantly

charged more than they could repay, and had never paid a bank card

back down to or near zero, even by using another card to do so.

The Debtors construct their defense of several elements:

Firstly, no account was ever "past due," they always were "able to

maintain everything."  Next, they anticipated that using this

account would add only a $115/mo. additional "minimum" payment to
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their debt load which they felt they could afford, particularly in

light of the fact that Mrs. Sigrist had begun to work part-time.

Next, they had not considered bankruptcy until Mr. Sigrist was

advised of a long-term layoff, which notification came after the

Chemical charges were incurred.  (The layoff did in fact occur, but

lasted only a few weeks.)  Finally, they argue that Chemical

offered them this unsolicited account when they were already in

financial straits, and Chemical should not be heard to complain

when they accepted the invitation and did exactly what Chemical

"wanted" them to do, which (they claim) was to use the card and

then to make only minimum payments on it so that interest earnings

to Chemical would be high.  (In fact, only one small ($150) payment

was made on this account before bankruptcy.)

THE FACTS OF HUGHEY

This too is a core proceeding under 28 U.S.C. § 157 and

11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(2)(A) wherein M & T Bank seeks to establish the

non-dischargeability of $5076.99 plus interest since June 23, 1993,

which amount is the deficiency balance after sale of a pick-up

truck which secured an initial motor vehicle loan of over $19,000.

The case was tried on February 2, 1994.  The Court

renders the following findings:
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The auto loan was made on or about January 14, 1993, and

called for monthly payments of $391.53.

The loan application was prepared by a financing

consultant at the truck dealership who asked pertinent questions of

the Debtor, who was sitting with him.  [It is Appendix B of this

Decision.]

The Debtor is and was a boiler fireman.  He was single in

January of 1993.  He was 29 years old.  He earned $22,000 per year.

The M & T loan application signed by the Debtor and

submitted by the dealer to M & T disclosed those facts and the fact

that he had another M & T loan -- a boat loan at less than

$100/month -- but no other information.  Questions as to whether

Hughey owned or rented his home were left blank.

M & T Bank compared the application with a credit report.

M & T assumed that he had no housing expenses because housing

information on his application had been left blank; it found no

"red flags" on the application, on the credit report, or in

reconciling the two; it approved the loan.

In fact, the Debtor had significant, but not unusual,

monthly expenses related to housing:  he paid $200 per month to his

father for rent, plus $155 per month toward utilities, including
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     5Hughey testified that the finance man at the dealership
asked him merely "Where do you live?"  When he said, "With my
father," the subject was ended.  He was not asked whether he pays
rent.  His testimony was uncontradicted.

telephone.5  He also had three or four other modest debts  (to a

doctor, an attorney, a cellular phone service and his father.)

As of the date of the loan application, a $391.53 monthly

payment for the new truck pushed the Debtor's monthly expenses (all

of which were reasonable) over his actual monthly pay.  (The

monthly payment on the vehicle he traded-in is not in evidence, but

it was to a different lender and was cashed out by the new loan.)

Within two or three weeks after taking delivery on the

truck, the Debtor suffered a series of disasters and tragedies.

The death of a close relative and the break-up of his engagement

resulted in a suicide attempt by the Debtor and a 10-day stay in a

hospital where he was urged to seek to relieve his various

pressures, including financial pressures.  Realizing that he had

bitten off more than he could chew with a $391.53 payment, he went

back to the dealer.  The dealer took the vehicle, advised Hughey to

let it be repossessed by M & T, and sold him an older, cheaper

truck, helping him get financing from a different bank at a more

affordable payment ($259 per month, with lower insurance payment as

well).
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Hughey then set up an immediate appointment to see a

lawyer about bankruptcy; that meeting was to occur on February 23,

1993.  But on that morning, his only brother, who suffers from

Downs Syndrome, was seriously injured in a car crash in which

another person was killed.  Hughey put off his visit to the lawyer

until his hospitalized brother was stabilized a couple of weeks

later, on or about March 6, 1993.  His Chapter 7 petition was filed

March 16, 1993.

In the meantime, M & T repossessed its collateral, which

had been sitting on the dealer's lot, treating it as a "voluntary

surrender."

It was sold, and the $5076.99 deficiency is the amount at

issue here.

Because of the uncontroverted evidence of the misfortunes

befalling the Debtor in the weeks following the loan, M & T does

not now assert any scheme or design by Hughey in contemplation of

bankruptcy.

M & T had initially thought that Hughey had overstated

his income on the application, and it had consequently emphasized

a § 523(a)(2)(B) ["false financial statement"] cause of action

during discovery.  But it has since discovered that it was

misinformed by extrinsic sources and has now abandoned that claim.

Now, a stipulation between the parties has presented the
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Court with an interpretive problem, but an interesting question.

M & T now stipulates that the incomplete loan application,

containing minimal information was not a "false financial

statement" and abandons its § 523(a)(2)(B) cause, in exchange for

which the Debtor stipulates that M & T did "rely" on the loan

application and acted "reasonably" in so doing.

On the record, the Court confessed that it did not know

what was being submitted for decision.  Based on the responses at

closing argument, the Court considers the question of law presented

to be this:

If Hughey knew or should have known on January 14, 1993

that he could not afford the car loan, did it constitute fraud or

false pretense or representation under § 523(a)(2)(A) for him to

submit a truthful application which provided too little information

for the lender to assess his true financial condition, and then

accept the loan when it was approved.

The issue of fact is, of course, did he know (or should

he have known) that he could not afford it.

He defends by arguing, in essence, that on January 14,

1993 he was considering only his income, not his expenses, and

thought he could afford it.  It was not until he received

counselling during hospitalization after his suicide attempt that

he faced reality and took steps to get his affairs in order.
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ANALYSIS

A.  Purchase of Goods on Credit While 
    Insolvent as "Fraud," Generally

The rule that conscious silence or conscious

nondisclosure may be as fraudulent as an overt misrepresentation

was a concept well understood in the common law as it applied to

those in a relationship of trust.  That the same might be true as

between strangers seems to have been refined not as a matter of

"frauds" that were actionable or indictable as such, but from

mercantile law.  Conscious concealment of insolvency when

purchasing goods on credit was a "fraud" that resulted in a title

to the goods that was defeasible and which gave rise to a right of

reclamation in the seller.

Thus, in an early bankruptcy case the U.S. Supreme Court

stated:

The doctrine is now established by a
preponderance of authority, that a party not
intending to pay, who, as in this instance,
induces the owner to sell him goods on credit
by fraudulently concealing his insolvency and
his intent not to pay for them is guilty of a
fraud which entitles the vendor ... to
disaffirm the contract and recover the goods.

Donaldson v. Farwell, 93 U.S. 631 (1876)

More recently (1933), the Second Circuit, Learned Hand,
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J., writing, addressed the same point in an identical context,

saying:

[I]t has been settled by a number of decisions
in federal courts that it is a fraud for an
insolvent, concealing his condition, to buy
goods, for which he does not mean to pay....
No difficulty in the application of this
doctrine arises when it is proved that the
buyer positively intends not to pay; but that
is often not the case.  He may mean to pay if
he survives, though he knows that he is
extremely unlikely to do so.  If his promise
declares only that he intends to pay, it would
be hard in such a case to say that he has
deceived the seller; and the doctrine
presupposes some deceit.  But promises, like
other utterances, must be read with their
usual implications.  True, they are
predictions and no one can foretell the
future; the seller knows this as well as the
buyer.  However, a man's affairs may reach
such a pass that ordinarily honest persons
would no longer buy, if they had no greater
chance to pay; and the seller is entitled to
rely upon that implication.  He may assume
that the buyer would not promise if the odds
were so heavy against him.  He may read the
promise as more than the declaration of a
conditional intent, as affirming that that
intent had reasonable hope of fruition.  In
that event, if the buyer knows that it has no
such hope, he deceives the seller, as much as
though he intended not to pay at all.  This
duty does not indeed depend upon what
reasonable persons would think of his chances;
or of how they would interpret the implication
of his promise.  But if he himself believes
his position to be desperate, and if he
understands his promise to mean what it
normally would, the seller may rescind.

California Conserving Co. v. D'Avanzo, 62 F.2d 528 (2d Cir. 2 1933)
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     6Davison-Paxon Co. v. Caldwell, 115 F.2d 189 (5th Cir.
1940).

     7First National Bank of Mobile v. Roddenberry, 701 F.2d 927
(11th Cir. 1983).

     8In re Hunter, 780 F.2d 1577 (11th Cir. 1986).

[citations omitted.]

What might be "fraud" that supports a reclamation is not

necessarily a non-dischargeable fraud, in light of the maxim that

dischargeability provisions are to be construed liberally in favor

of the Debtor.  [See 3 Colliers, 15th Ed. ¶ 523.05[A]]

That distinction might have contributed to a view adopted

by the Fifth Circuit in 19406 (which was much criticized and later

severely restricted in the portion of the former Fifth Circuit that

became the Eleventh Circuit,7 though at least one more recent panel

in the new 11th Circuit believes it still to be the view) that

"there must be actual overt false pretense or representation to

come within the [§523(a)(2)(A)] exception [to discharge].  The

absence of explicit representations concerning financial conditions

by the bankrupt requires a holding that there have been no false

pretenses or false representations."8

Here in the Second Circuit, and in this District, there

is no binding authority governing the discharge of consumer debt
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incurred while insolvent, by use of modern devices such as pre-

approved credit cards.

It seems to the present Court that the Second Circuit's

early statement quoted above, and the other Circuit's statement

that "actual overt false pretense or representations" is required,

are both correct, when dealing with credit extended while the

debtor is insolvent, and without seeking information from the

Debtor regarding ability to repay.  The debtor is to be charged

with the usual implications of his "utterance" that he intends to

repay, but where the issuer has extended credit without regard to

ability to repay, the issuer must prove some further design or

scheme, such as (but not limited to) instances where the debts are

incurred as part of a scheme "in contemplation of" bankruptcy.

B.  Incurring Credit Card Debt While
    Insolvent as "Fraud"

    1.  11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(2) is not 
    available on the basis of an oral
    or "implied" representation of 
    ability to repay.

Congress has provided that if fraud, false pretense or

misrepresentation is to be based upon oral representation of

ability to repay, then no action under 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(2) may be
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     9In pertinent part, 11 U.S.C. § 523(a) provides that the
discharge does not discharge "any debt ... (2) for money,
property, services, or an extension, renewal, or refinancing of
credit, to the extent obtained by - (A) false pretenses, a false
representation, or actual fraud, other than a statement
respecting the debtor's or an insider's financial condition...." 
It is § 523(a)(2)(B) that addresses so-called "false financial
statements," and it requires that they be in writing if they are
to form the basis of a non-dischargeability claim.  (Emphasis
added).

     10Consider, for example, Blackwell v. Dabney, 707 F.2d 490
(4th Cir. 1983) and Engler v. Van Steinburg, 744 F.2d 1060 (4th
Cir. 1984), as well as Bankruptcy Judge Schwartzberg's decision
in In re Schwartz, 45 B.R. 354 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1985), Bankruptcy
Judge Berk's decision in In re Gans, 75 B.R. 474 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y.
1987), Bankruptcy Judge Krechevsky's decision in Matter of
Richey, 103 B.R. 25 (Bankr. Conn. 1989); and Bankruptcy Judge
Ryan's decision in In re Mercado, 144 B.R. 879 (Bankr. C.D. Cal.
1992).  See also 1 Norton Bankruptcy Law and Practice, sec. 27.40
and 3 Collier on Bankruptcy, 15th Cir., ¶ 523.08 at note 1b.

     11See Bankruptcy Judge Lorch's excellent analysis in In re
Olinger, 160 B.R. 1004 (Bankr. S.D. Ind. 1993).

sustained.9  Only a written financial statement is actionable, and

then the creditor's claim may be sustained only as set forth in §

523(a)(2)(B), not under common law principles of fraud or false

pretense under § 523(a)(2)(A).

Numerous courts have so held,10 and that view is so well-

settled among those courts that the only debate remaining among

them is the question of how "indirectly" might certain types of

representations fall permissibly with the shelter of the doctrine.11
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This Judge of this Court agrees, and if anything novel is

to be found in the present decision in this regard, it is only that

an "implied" representation of ability to repay must (not

surprisingly) be even "less actionable" under 11 U.S.C.

§ 523(a)(2)(A) than an oral representation to similar effect.

Despite deep respect for other Courts that have held to

the contrary, this Judge of this Court cannot agree that an

"implied misrepresentation of ability to repay" can ever, of

itself, sustain a judgment in favor of a creditor under 11 U.S.C.

§ 523(a)(2)(A), nor can an "implied misrepresentation of intent to

repay" sustain such judgment if based solely on a lack of ability

to repay.

However, as this Court held in In re Shanahan, 151 B.R.

44 (Bankr. W.D.N.Y. 1993), fraud may lie in credit card use during

insolvency if something more than inability to repay is proven --

if there is proven a totality of circumstances from which the Court

might draw an inference of an intent not to repay.

C. Alternative Holding:  Fraud may not 
be inferred from the sole fact that
an available credit line was used 
while the Debtor was insolvent, if 
the line was granted while the Debtor 
was insolvent and was granted without 
regard to the Debtor's solvency.
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     12See the analysis at Jones on Evidence, 7th Ed. §§ 4.1 et
seq.; McCormick on Evidence, 4th Ed. §§ 342 et seq.; and the
definitive treatment at Tillers, Wigmore on Evidence, § 37.4.

(i)  The proper use of "inferences"

Even if Congress had not seen fit to exclude verbal or

"implied" representations of ability to repay from the purview of

"false pretenses" or "actual" frauds actionable under 11 U.S.C.

§ 523(a)(2)(A), it would be error to sustain a lender's claim under

that provision if based solely on the use of the credit while

unable to pay.

As discussed below, other courts have reached a

comparable result by employing theories such as assumption of the

risk, waiver, estoppel, contributory negligence, or the like.

The present Court believes that the result is more firmly

rooted in the role of "inferences" in the law.  If the existence of

fact "A" rationally supports the conclusion that there exists a

certain fact "B," then a plaintiff whose cause of action requires

establishing "B" is aided in sustaining its burden of proof:  It

needn't prove "B" (which might not be susceptible of direct proof).

It need only prove "A," and "B" may be inferred.  Inferences, thus,

are strictly creatures of logic and reason, and are substitutes for

proof.12  Further, rules of evidence that govern inferences to be
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     13Maggio v. Zeitz, 333 U.S. 56 (1942).

     14A "reasonable" decision to rely on a written financial
statement is an essential element under § 523(a)(2)(B), on the
other hand.

drawn from facts are "to aid reason, rather than to override it."13

A lender does nothing "wrong" in lending without regard

to creditworthiness.  That is a matter of business judgment with

which this Court has no proper concern.  Such a lender's claim to

repayment is just as strong as that of a pre-insolvency lender that

meticulously inquired and satisfied itself of the debtor's

creditworthiness.  But the reasonableness or unreasonableness of

the lender's decision to lend is totally irrelevant to its effort

to establish that it was defrauded and that it is entitled to a

judgment of nondischarge under 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(2)(A).14  Under

that provision, the question is the extent to which an "inference

of fraud" is available to a plaintiff who cannot prove fraud

directly; inferences must not be contrary to the undisputed facts

in evidence, or else the inference will fail of logic and reason.

It is the essence of the lesson taught by Judge Hand in

the D'Avanzo case quoted above, that in the purchase of goods on

credit from a merchant while insolvent the "deceit" is not in the

buying as such, but in letting the seller rely upon the "usual
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     15This is not to say that all such lenders are always
entitled to the inference.  Consider, for example, the current
legislative interest in the matter of the extending of credit to
gamblers on the floor of the casino.  Even if creditworthiness
was diligently examined, may an inference of fraud be drawn in
favor of a plaintiff who cares not whether the debtor is acting
rationally or irrationally, compulsively or with deliberation,
etc.?

implication" that there is a reasonable hope of repayment.

D'Avanzo at 530.  Trade creditors are not typically in a position

to ask for a financial statement, but prospective lenders are.

(ii) As applied to credit cards

Let us posit what might happen if an honest debtor could,

and were to, communicate with the issuer of his or her credit card

before each use of the card, and were to share with the creditor

his or her reservations, if any, about having ability to repay.  To

"infer fraud" from concealing the fact of insolvency is to assume

that in the face of an honest disclosure, the creditor would revoke

the card.  That the creditor would act so prudently -- would not

assume the risk -- seems to be taken for granted.

In the case of a lender (a credit card issuer) who

manifested some interest in the debtor's ability to repay when the

credit was made available, it is both logical and rational to

"assist" the plaintiff in meeting its burden of proof of fraud, by

drawing such an inference.15
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But I am of the view that such an inference is neither

logical nor rational where the lender has extended "pre-approved"

credit to an insolvent.  To assume that such a lender would

suddenly "care" belies the earlier disregard.  Hence, the inference

is not available to such plaintiff, and the plaintiff must prove

fraud or false pretense by other means.

Furthermore, it does not suffice for the lender to say

that because such communication is not available it is the debtor's

duty to simply refrain from using the card, on penalty of an

inference of fraud (or even on pain only of a mere implied mis-

representation of an ability to repay).  Most debtors before this

Court are here precisely because they did not know when they had

passed the point of ability to repay; not all of those persons are

chargeable with fraud.  But of more importance analytically is the

fact that lenders are not trade creditors.  Lines of credit are to

be used.  To infer fraud from their use is totally contrary to the

fact of the risks (and perceived profits to the lender) that

underlie their issuance.

This is by no means to say that the issuer of a pre-

approved credit card to one who is insolvent may never establish

fraud, and this is the regard in which I disagree with the view

that issuers "assume the risk" of fraud:  Acts in contemplation of

bankruptcy may be fraudulent as to such lenders, as might be acts
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     16In re Marlar, 142 B.R. 304 (Bankr. E.D. Ark. 1992).

     17For example, in In re Rouse, 156 B.R. 314 (Bankr. M.D.
Fla. 1993), the Court seemed unfazed by the issuance of the pre-
approved card after the debtor was laid off and on the eve of his
going to jail, and it held the use of the card to obtain a $3500
cash advance to retain criminal counsel to be non-dischargeable. 
The present Court might possibly agree with that result, but it
is not sure of the Rouse court's reasoning and of the facts as
set forth in that decision.

that otherwise suggest an actual intent never to repay.  The fact

of insolvency may contribute to such a showing, but it does not

alone suffice.

This Court respectfully disagrees with the view that the

fact of pre-approval is not relevant under § 523(a)(2)(A) -- the

view that the focus is upon the actions of the debtor16 -- although

the present court agrees that pre-approval does not "estop" the

bank from asserting fraud.  As explained above, the conduct of the

plaintiff is relevant to the question of the inferences that may

permissibly be drawn in assisting the plaintiff in carrying its

burden of proof.

Of the nearly 40 other cases published thus far in which

pre-approved credit cards were at issue, relatively few have

focused upon the legal significance of pre-approval.17  Among those

that have done so, it is found that pre-approval was found to

reinforce the view, which is binding in the Eleventh Circuit by
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     18Matter of Cordova, 153 B.R. 352 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1993). 
(To the effect that Roddenberry is not so unequivocal, see In re
Wilson, 32 B.R. 772 (Bankr. E.D. Tenn. 1983), involving
unsolicited "debit" cards.)

     19In re Ward, 857 F.2d 1082 (6th Cir. 1988); accord, see In
re Leonard, 158 B.R. 839 (Bankr. D. Col. 1993).

virtue of First National Bank v. Roddenberry, 701 F.2d 927 (11th

Cir. 1983), that credit card issuers "assume the risk" and "cannot

now complain that Debtors finagled [a grant of] credit through

actual fraud."18

The Sixth Circuit has adopted a categorical view that it

is "unreasonable" for a bank to rely upon a debtor's  mere

signature, his "supposed 'good faith'" and his "implied promise of

repayment," and held that "misplaced trust" is insufficient for

nondischargeability.  A lender must investigate creditworthiness

and ferret out ordinary credit information.19  The Court reached its

conclusion relying upon the traditional "five elements of fraud"

analysis, which the present Court has respectfully suggested (In re

Shanahan, 151 B.R. 44 (Bankr. W.D.N.Y. 1993)) too severely limits

the rights of credit card issuers; use of a credit card may be a

fraudulent "device" or "artifice" as to which reliance is simply
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     20Other Courts also have addressed use of pre-approved
accounts under the traditional "five elements of fraud" analysis
and found "reliance" to be lacking: e.g., In re DeLisle, 125 B.R.
310 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1991); In re Schoeff, 116 B.R. 119 (Bankr.
N.D. Ind. 1990); In re Foley, 156 B.R. 645 (Bankr. N.D. 1993).

     21See, for example, In re Dougherty, 84 B.R. 653 (9th Cir.
BAP 1988), adopting the analysis by Bankruptcy Judge Lindquist in
In re Faulk, 69 B.R. 743 (Bankr. N.D. Ind. 1986); and In re
Cacho, 137 B.R. 864 (Bankr. N.D. Fla. 1991).  The progeny of In
re Dougherty are numerous.

not at issue.20

This Court concurs fully with those Courts that have

examined the totality of circumstances surrounding the use of the

credit,21 rejecting the notion of "implied representations" which

(as explained in Shanahan, 151 B.R. 44) improperly reverses at

least the burden of going forward, if not the burden of proof.

The present holding adds to those Courts' analysis only

the proposition that the plaintiff's decision to lend to an

insolvent is appropriately to be considered, and that the Court

does so by treating that decision as a fact that negates the

ability of the plaintiff to substitute an "inference of fraud" from

the fact of insolvency; it must carry its burden of proving a

fraudulent scheme or device without benefit of such an inference.
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     22To this Court it seems that the proper function of
"estoppel" is to prevent fraud (see 28 Am.Jur.2d, Estoppel and
Waiver § 28, at note 17), not to prevent one from asserting the
fraud of others.

     23"Waiver" seems typically to require consideration in
exchange therefor (see 28 Am. Jur. 2d, Estoppel and Waiver §§
158, 159), and it is conceptually difficult to charge Chemical
and M & T with a "waiver" where the consideration flows from the
millions of borrowers who do not default, rather from these
Debtors.  See Matter of Robinson, 55 B.R. 839 (Bankr. S.D. Ind.
1985) which, though treating the issuer's conduct as manifesting
an "assumption of the risk," focussed on the $6,000,000,000 a
year in interest (as of 1985) supposedly being paid on
700,000,000 credit cards held by Americans.

     24See 22 Am.Jur.2d, Damages §§ 495-504.  That doctrine (like
"mitigation") focuses on the plaintiff's conduct after perceiving
the injury, not on whether the plaintiff acted prudently to avoid
injury.  Nonetheless, consider the "almost in-point" wisdom of
the doctrine, which has been explained thusly:  "... one is not
prevented from recovering damages for a particular harm resulting
from a tort if the tortfeasor intended the harm or was unaware of
it and was recklessly disregardful of it, unless the injured
person with knowledge of the danger of the harm intentionally or
heedlessly failed to protect his own interests.  The merely
careless or stupid person is protected from consequences that the
tortfeasor intended or was willing to have occurred, but the
person who stubbornly refuses to protect his own interests is
subject to the rule of avoidable consequences."  Id. at § 503. 
(Emphasis added.)

     25See the citations contained at 37 Am.Jur.2d, Fraud and
Deceit, § 247, offered in support of the following quotation: 
"The policy of the Courts is, on the one hand, to suppress fraud,
and, on the other, not to encourage negligence and inattention to
one's own interests.  The rule of law is one of policy.  Is it

Resort to notions of estoppel,22 waiver,23 the "doctrine of avoidable

consequences,"24 or even contributory negligence,25 need not be had.
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better to encourage negligence in the foolish, or fraud in the
deceitful.  Either course has obvious danger.  But judicial
experience exemplifies that the former is the less objectionable
and hampers less the administration of pure justice.  The law is
not designed to protect the vigilant, or tolerably vigilant,
alone, although it rather favors them, but is intended as a
protection to even the foolishly credulous, as against the
machinations of the designedly wicked."  (Emphasis added.)

The present Court suggests that when a lender has elected to
loan to an insolvent, such lender may have to prove that the
debtor was "designedly wicked" in the use of the credit, to
sustain fraud.  This does not mean that it must meet some kind of
standard of "designed wickedness."  Rather it means that it must
prove actual fraud by means of actual evidence -- a task that
will be difficult except where other evidence is available of a
true fraudulent design.

CHEMICAL HAS NOT SUSTAINED
ITS BURDEN AS TO THE SIGRISTS

Applying the above analysis to the facts of the Sigrists'

case, the Court finds that Chemical has proven only that in

accepting and using the pre-approved credit, the Debtors did so in

the very same fashion that rendered them insolvent in the first

place, over the course of two or more years of credit card abuse -

charging household expenses, clothes, gifts, necessities and

luxuries in excess of their income.  The $3800 cash advance was out

of the ordinary, but so was the $1000 doctor's obstetrics bill paid

from it.  (The previous cash advances probably did not exceed $1500

each.)
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The Sigrists knew or should have known that they had no

reasonable expectation of ability to repay Chemical, but Chemical,

as above, is not entitled to an inference of fraud from that fact.

Rather, Chemical must prove that that fact together with

other facts (or other facts alone) demonstrate fraud.  It has not

done so.  The Sigrists' testimony that they were advised of an

impending layoff only after they incurred the charges at issue was

not rebutted, nor was their testimony that it was only then that

they consulted an attorney.

These Debtors are the classic "victims/abusers" of credit

cards.  They sincerely believed that they could handle another

monthly payment because they were "current" on all their other

accounts.  Of course, they were only "current" on their other

accounts in the sense that they were making "minimum" payments, and

were "current" on those only by grace of additional pre-approved

credit.  Chemical was the issuer at the end of the line.  It has

not proven itself to be a victim of fraud.  Judgment is to be

entered for the Debtors.

M & T HAS NOT SUSTAINED
ITS BURDEN AS TO HUGHEY

Applying the above analysis to Hughey's case, the Court
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finds that M & T has proven only that Hughey applied for and

obtained a loan to buy an expensive truck when he should have known

better.  Because M & T should have known better as well, M & T is

not entitled to have the Court infer "fraud."  (M & T has withdrawn

any claim of a fraudulent "scheme" in light of the misfortunes that

befell Hughey between the date of the loan and the petition date.)

Judgment is to be entered for the Debtor.

SO ORDERED.

Dated:  Buffalo, New York
   February 18, 1994

                                   _____________________________
                                             U.S.B.J.


